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Preface 

Healthcare environments and practices have changed significantly in recent decades. 

Key changes include greater recognition of the social determinants of health and 

shifting health policy emphasis on removing barriers to health imposed by historical, 

political and social structures, many of which have indirectly excluded access to care and 

negatively impacted health outcomes. Contemporary health care is increasingly diverse 

and multidisciplinary, and demands a change in attitudes, practice and models of care to 

address these broader issues. Such changes must be underpinned by principles of social 

justice and characterised by consumer participation. 

All health professionals, regardless of discipline, have shared goals and responsibilities 

in this change process. These include removing professional and social barriers to health 

and exemplifying principles of inclusive practice in their own professional practice. 

From this dynamic healthcare context, the impetus for this text emerged. As 

experienced healthcare practitioners, researchers and educators, we have worked with 

a variety of resources throughout our careers and are aware of the numerous textbooks 

specific to our own and other disciplines, many of which emanated from the broader 

international context. However, on reviewing what was currently available, it was 

apparent that while available textbooks covered some inclusive practice elements and 

related concepts, none covered them all. Furthermore, they did not comprehensively 

examine the concepts of inclusive practice for a multidisciplinary audience. There was 

therefore a clear need for a text that filled the gap in available resources. 

Inclusive Practice for H ealth Professionals focuses on the professional and social 

elements of inclusive practice and highlights its relevance to healthcare professionals 

and improving health outcomes. A critical approach is used to examine key concepts, 

influences and strategies, and includes consideration of practical examples for inclusive 

practice in contemporary healthcare settings. Students and professionals from all health 

disciplines will find this text valuable in the development of skills that are foundational to 

practice in the complex and diverse contexts in which they study and work. 

The contemporary and pragmatic approach of this text ensures its broad applicability 

and relevance. \Xlhile written with regard to the Australian and New Zealand contexts, 

it nevertheless h as relevance for students and practitioners of health care more broadly. 

This book is compiled from contributions from authors from a wide representation of 

professional groups. These contributions recognise the increasingly multidisciplinary and 

inter-professional nature of healthcare delivery today, ensuring broad health professional 

ix 



x PREFACE 

appeal and transferability to any healthcare setting. The book features comprehensive 

consideration of the concepts relevant to inclusive practice and underpinning principles 

for health professionals and their practice. 

Section 1 commences with an introduction to sociological concepts and their 

significance to inclusive practice. It also explores the evolution of healthcare systems and 

the theoretical development of inclusive practice concepts. This section critically explores 

the broader health system, particularly key areas of system regulation and reform, diversity 

and workplace practices, and the political and social elements of inclusive practice. 

Section 2 commences with an examination of factors that impact population 

health and health outcomes, and includes a dedicated chapter examining health 

literacy, recognised as essential to improving health outcomes. This section explores the 

principles of inclusive practice as they relate to contemporary healthcare contexts and 

specific population groups. People and populations recognised as having greater risk of 

marginalisation and social exclusion and subsequent poor health outcomes are featured, 

highlighting the imperative of inclusive practice for health professionals. 

The concluding chapters reinforce the overarching theme of this text: that inclusive 

practice and its underpinning principles of social justice, fairness, equity and participation 

are essential to improving healthcare access and health . . 

The pedagogical features employed in this text ensure that the reader is able to grasp 

and reflect on key concepts. Learning objectives are included in each chapter to guide 

the reader through the sections that follow. The judicious use of authentic scenarios 

within the activities encourages the reader to relate concepts to practice, further aiding 

an understanding of content. A problem-solving approach is employed, with summary 

points and critical questions at the conclusion of each chapter, serving to pull the content 

together and promote consolidated understanding. The reader is also challenged to reflect 

on and apply the concepts learned within each chapter. Referral to relevant weblinks 

throughout further enhances the experience for the reader. The text also includes a 

glossary to promote understanding of unfamiliar concepts. 

The contemporary content, supplemented by pedagogical features, ensures the 

relevance and application of key concepts of both professional and therapeutic 

communication for use by multidisciplinary healthcare practitioners in all clinical 

contexts. We trust that you will find this text of value and relevance in your professional 

career. 

Jenny Davis 

Melanie Birks 

Ysanne B Chapman 
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Guided Tour 

Guided learning 

Each chapter opens with clearly 

defined learning objectives to direct 

students' learning and help them 

focus on the main points of the text. 

Key terms highlight important 

concepts that will be addressed m 

the coming chapter. 

System reform 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this chapter, students will be able to: 

• explain the development of inclusive practice in contemporary health core 

• explain the relationships between exclusion and inclusive practice in the context 

of primary heohh care and the social determinants of health inequalities 

• discuss how inclusive practices promote and sustain the well-being of people 
using health services 

• discuss the structure of binary relationships that impact on the health and well

being of people using health services and people deliver ng health services. 

KEY TERMS 

binary relationships 

exclusion 

narrative identity 

identity politics 

inclusion 

primary health core 

social determinants of health 

social movements 

How does Australia's health sysccm - a 'complex web of services, providers, recipients 

:ind o rganis:triorrnl scruccures providing a mulci-faceccd :ind inclusive :tpproach' ro hc:tlch 

c:irc (AIH\XI, 2014) - evolve co meet chc ever-changing needs of AuscraJia's population ? 

This change process is called system reform. Hi.:.ilch 'iHtcm rd(lrm is noc something 

abscracc chat cakes place only on paper or in the halJs and offices of parliamcnr, :ilch ough 

it certainly docs cake place chcrc too. ind ividual health pracri rioncrs, professionals and 

service providers also initiate, develop, implement :ind evalu:uc changes in health policy 

Health 'ystem reform 

The overall process 
by which services 
ond sysrems ore 
changed and updated 
to meet lhe changing 
needs of people ond 
populorions. 

The key terms identified 

at the beginning of every 

chapter are defined in 

margin notes to aid students' 

understanding as they read 

through the text. 

Applying what you learn 

Reflect and apply questions appear 

at regular intervals throughout each 

chapter, encouraging readers to reflect 

on key concepts and how they apply to 

their own practice. 

REFLECT AND APPLY 

Refer to codes of practice and ethical frameworks relevant to your professional 

discipline. 

• How do they address the concept of inclusive practice? 

• Is inclusive practice identified specifically as a framework for practice? 

• Is inclusive practice implied in the language of the code? 
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xviii GUIDED TOUR 

Case activities highlight a diverse range of healthcare delivery contexts and engage 

students in the day-to-day work of health professionals. 

CASE ACTIVITY l l 

You ore working in the community as o new heohh professional. You wo rk as a n 

outreach worker assessing health needs and planning health promotion activities wi th 

and for people in o low socioeconomic area. You hove been meeting with o group 

from this area for some l ime, so o level of trust hos bee n established. Three of the 

group of twelve approach you one day and suggest that they look to establishing o 
weekly health clinic in on empty room in one of the area's block of flals. This room 

hos been vacant for some months. The group hos been thinking about ii for some 

time, they have some ideas about how ii could happen and see you as being able 

to support them. 

What is your first reaction to the idea? 

What will you do nexl? 

How would you employ on inclusive fromework to progress action on this idea? 

Whal ore your fears and concerns? 

How will you creole on empowering environment? 

What foctors might enable or constrain the development of the idea? 

What public narratives related to health care might shape this proces$? 

CASE ACTIVITY 9.5 

You hove planned for Bob to hove a graded return to work starling with light farm 

duties that do not require lihing anything. You hove told Bob that he con start some 

tractor work to keep !he weeds down. However, ii is coming up lo sheep shearing time 

and Bob is anxious thot lhis is done os soon os possible lo get the bes! price for the 

wool. Bob usually shears his own sheep with the help of his neighbours and family. 

What ore lhe r isks around Bob returning to the workplace? 

What ore the risks of Bob not returning to the workplace? 

How will you ensure that Bob and his family ore empowered, informed and safe 

during this l ime? 

Clearly presented figures and tables aid understanding and encourage analysis of relevant 

data. 

FIGURE 7 5 Self·cnseued health stalus 20 11- 2012 
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Dota source: ABS, 2013a 

Putting it all together 

Summary points at the end of the 

chapters reinforce content and link 

students' learning back to the opening 

objectives. 

TABLE 6 1 Framework for mulhd1mcns1onol analysis o f disodvontoge 

low capabilities 

Financial and material 

capabilities 

Human capitol I 
employmen1 capabilities 

Health copobililies: 

heahh disability 

low !ife expectancy 

obesity 
lock of occes.s to health 

services 

Family and social capitol/ 

copobiliries 

l ow functioning 

Financial ond material 

functioning 

Employment I labour 
morke1 functioning 

low well·being 

Financial stres.s 

Job stress 

~~~~--~~~~~~~ 

Heohh !unctioning: 

poor physicol lunc!ioning 
fX>Or mental heahh 
smoker 

heavy drinker 

locks exercise 
poor d ie1 

Family and social 

functioning 

Heol1h solisfoction: 

low self.io ted heohh 
• low heohh satisfaction 

Solisfoclion w llh family; 

life soiisfaclion 

Source: Headey, B. (2006J. A framework for assessing poverty, disadvonloge and low copobililies in 
Australia, p. 18. 

SUMMARY POINTS 

• \Xlhile the symp toms and causes of disease and injury will often be prediccable and 

uniform, individual people's needs in managing these conditions and maintaining 

health and wcll·being optimally might be very different. 

TI1e relatively small percentage of people who arc socially excluded in Australia suffer 

a disproportionately high level of disease and poor health ourcomes than the wider 

popularion. 

Hc:tlth service providers are uniquely placed to promore inclusion and inclusi,·e 

practice. 

Inclusion is about 'creating opportunities' to participate in daily experiences rather 

than creating alcernacivc, separate experiences and spaces. 

HeaJth services can support inclusive practice in the following six ways: welcoming 

physical spaces, education and training, referral and resources, cultural safcry, 

consumer consultation, documentation and policy. 

Individuals can support inclusive practice by asking qucsrions, listening to answers, 

reading body language, tailoring care and 'actively uying to support' clients through 

actio ns such as fuci liratingand fostering professional and client networks. 



CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS 

l . Consider the values and beliefs underlying colo nisarion and binary relationships. Do 

you thin k they do o r do not im pact on hc:ilrh care delivery today? lf so, how? If you 

don't agree, cxpfain why. 

2. Identify kc)' factors that act as barriers o r focili racors ro implementing a comprehensive 

approach to p rimary health care across broader health care syste ms. 

Annotated weblinks and references related 

to each chapter direct students to further 

reading and material that will be of interest. 

Glossary 

Accernbility 
Eose of access lo obloin or attain services rhot .sustain life and health. 

Adven.o oukomes 

Those that do nol achieve expected gools and porenriolly increase risb and/or injury. 

Ag~1ng 

The process of becoming older. b encompasses all the physical, social and psychological 
changes in o person's life. As life expectancy figures inc1eose. ageing and all its processes 

hove become imporlonl research areas for the Auslralion government. 

Agc1m 

Encomposses all rhe negotlve prejudices and disc1imino!ion reloling to a person's age. 

Anh d1s.cnm1nohon IC!g1,kJhon 
Store ond federo! legislotion tho! protects o citizen's rights to work ond live free from 

d iscriminolion on the basis of age, sex, culrurol background, sexuol orientation ond heolrh 

s!olus. 

Binary rdohon,h1ps 
Social relationships organised around o set of binding chorocteriSTics 1ho1 define the roles 

and behaviour ol iwo people, 01 groups, social, cuhurol or political. The binary is based 

on opposition with one posilion ptivileged or odvon!oged over the other. The privileged 

posillon hos the greoler power. For example, husband-wife, block-white, big-small, gir~ 

boy, north-south. 

GUIDED TOUR 

Critical thinking questions invite 

students to extend their independent 

thinking and consider their own 

responses to important issues related 

to inclusive practice in the healthcare 

environment. 

WEBLINKS 

G:t)'. Lesbi:tn, Bisc:xu:tl, Tr2nsgcnder, lmcrsex inclusive pr2Cticc and the R:i.inbow T ick: 

hctp://www.glhv.org.au/glbci-inclusivc-pr:tccicc 

V21'sC2fC: 

hctp://www.valsc:tfe.org.au/ 

Guidelines for inclusive language: 

hctps://www.cduc:uion.t:i.s.gov.au/documcntcencrc/Documenc~/Guiddines·for

lnclusi\'c·U.ngu:tge.pdf 
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A consolidated glossary at the end of 

the book provides a quick reference to 

help students with unfamiliar terms and 

concepts. 
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